
Name: _____________________________________

Chapters 13 - 16

 
  1.   What was waiting for Jack and Annie just past the iron gates?

a.  Keepers of the Cauldron b.  the White Stag 

c.  Sir Lancelot d.  the Magic Tree House

 
 
  2. What happened as Jack was walking towards the Round Table?

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

  3. Describe what happened after the golden cloud started to rise from the floor.

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

  4. What three things did Jack and Annie find out about Merlin?

● __________________________________________________________________

● __________________________________________________________________

● __________________________________________________________________

  

  5. Why were Jack and Annie chosen to save Camelot?

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________
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ANSWER KEY

Chapters 13 - 16

 
1.   What was waiting for Jack and Annie just past the iron gates?  b

a.  Keepers of the Cauldron b.  the White Stag 

c.  Sir Lancelot d.  the Magic Tree House

 
 
  2. What happened as Jack was walking towards the Round Table?

As Jack was walking towards the Round Table he tripped on his shoelace and the silver cup 

slipped from his hands spilling the Water of Imagination and Memory all over the floor.

  3. Describe what happened after the golden cloud started to rise from the floor.

As the golden cloud began to rise from the floor the smell of cedar smoke, evergreen, roses, 

and almonds began to fill the room.  A white dove soared across the room, and the sound of 

laughter started to return.  The King and Queen, Knights, and Morgan all came back to life. 

  4. What three things did Jack and Annie find out about Merlin?

● He was the white stag

● He was the Christmas Knight

● He was the "M" on the scroll that summoned them to Camelot

  

  5. Why were Jack and Annie chosen to save Camelot?

Jack and Annie were chosen to save Camelot because Merlin had heard Morgan's tales about

their adventures in the tree house and he knew they had a desire to fight for the greater good.  

He also knew they used their gift of imagination well.  Those are two qualities needed to 

succeed in any quest.
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